Refrigerated Transport equipment

Combined knowledge
Established in July 2009, Graystar Trailers specialises in
the design and manufacture of refrigerated transport
equipment. “Collectively our team has a century of
experience in the industry,” says managing director David
Gray. “Such combined knowledge is the ideal basis to build a
premium product.”
are used as standard to increase trailer rigidity
and stop racking. This means less wear and
tear, as well as less downtime for repair work.
“We are affiliated with all the major
suppliers of bolt on equipment. Most
fridges, suspensions, wheels, tyres etc can be
accommodated. Clients generally have their
own preference in these areas, so we design
the trailer around what is required. Internal
specifications, flooring, load control, scuff
strips can also be varied to suit customer
preference. We have the ability to custombuild almost anything that is required,”
David explains. “Plus we are always looking
at new ideas and products from around
the world. This has enabled us to come
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